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CREATE
COMPLETE

WORKPLACE
ENVIRONMENT

Freedom to Create



CREATING INSPIRING FLEXIBLE WORKPLACES

pivot+ system solution provides a complete

collection of elements to create the workspace

you need, for a single workstation through to a

complete workplace.

VERSATILE STORAGE OPTIONS

A selection of storage options includes mobile

pedestals, suppoting shelves and hanging cabinets.

help to keep files and folders organized.



SMART PERSONALIZATION OF SPACE

Shaping of spaces with the ideal balance

between privacy for task work and visual

connection for collabrative teamwork.

INTEGRATED CABLE MANAGEMENT

pivot+ cable management support the integration of technology in the work place,

internal and external cabling solutions bring data, voice and power connectivity to

the work surface, supporting “plug&play” capabilities. Integrated Cable Management Details

01 Endtrim
Anodized aluminium frames

with epoxy powder-coating to

prevent rust and colour fade.

02 Main Connector
Anodized aluminium frames

with epoxy powder-coating

to prevent rust and colour

fade.

o03 120  Connector
Anodized aluminium frames

with epoxy powder-coating to

prevent rust and colour fade.

04 Concealed Power Management
With the fish-bone separator, cable are kept with more conduits

at one time neatly.

06 Hover Panel
Hover panels creates just the

right amount of privacy

without the heavy, bulky look

on your furniture.

Slotting Tile Elements
pivot+ offers a variety of range of sizes and elements to

create a customized workstation. All these with ease of

installation at any time comfortable for all users.



CREATIVE SOLUTION

Enable the design of inspiring workplaces to

support different types of workforce.
Teamwork As organizations become more collaborative,

Workers spend an increased amount of time in teams. Work

places are evolving to support interaction and communication.



A SIMPLE SOLUTION PIVOT+

has an elegant aesthetic with clean, simple lines and neat

design touches that makes a powerful statement in any

work environment.

Accessory rail gives more option in utilizing

workspace. The powder-coated aluminium

finish also gives the modern look as an

alternative to fabric finished partitions.

pivot+ offers wire managerment systems

to suit your personal needs:

(1) Exposed sockets on raceways;

and (2) Concealed wire Management.

Overhead storage saves floor space

while still making everything within easy

reach. Choose between open shelving

or a cabinet with awning door.

Underbench shelf dual purpose of supporting

tabletop and providing an effcient

storage system.

Epoxy powder-coated aluminium

trims with nickel composite to

prevent rust and colour fade.

Fire-retardant fabric tested with

California Technical Bulletin 117

& BS 5852 (cigarette).



23mm
SLOTTING POLE PARTITION SYSTEM

pivot+ is a new concept of panel system which performs as not only a space divider but also

memo board and interior item. The height is unified as 1163mm which is the most appropriate

height to communicate and concentrate, also removed complicated functions that people

do not use a lot.

How pivot+ works
pivot+ offers a variety of range of sizes and elements to

create a cutomized workstation. All these with ease

of installation at any time comfortable for all users.

Mobile Credenza
2D/1F + 2 tier open shelf
L1200 X D450 X H660

Mobile Credenza
2D/1F + 1 swing door +
2 tier open shelf
L1200 X D450 X H660

Mobile Credenza
2D/1F + shuttle door
L1200 X D450 X H660

Open Shelf Cabinet
L750/800/900/D1000 X D450

Swing Door Cabinet
L750/800/900/D1000/D1200
x D450

Sliding Door Cabinet
L750/800/900/D1000/D1200 X
D450

Hanging Shelf
L600/750/800/900/D1000

X D300 X Thk25

Hanging Flipper Door
Cabinet
L600/750/900/D1000 X D350

X H400

Hanging Shutter Door
Cabinet
L590/740/790/890 x D400

x H400

1D/1F Mobile Pedestal
L415 X D475 X H630

2D/1F Mobile Pedestal
L415 X D475 X H630

2D/1F Mobile Pedestal
finger-groove handles
L415 X D475 X H630

Pencil Tray
L290 X D220 X H40

2-tier Document Tray
L223 X D57 X H285

A4 Paper Tray
L290 X D220 X H40

Pencil Holder
L70xW70xH100

Fabrics Panels
with Mid Raceway

Fabrics Panels
without Mid Raceway

Half Glazed Panels
with Mid Raceway

Half Glazed Panels
without Mid Raceway

COLOUR SYSTEM

pivot+ drives creative imaginations with its flexible coulor system. From corporate

to playful, design approach has never been this limitless.

WOODEN SURFACE

PANEL / FABRIC SCREEN COLOUR

PANEL FRAME COLOUR

ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY MATERIALS

Each and every aspect of product planning and R&D department tries to make

green office environemnt based on environment friendly furniture manufacturing

know-how accumulated through technical cooperation.

pivot+ carefully appoints its partners

with strict environment-friendly policies,

making sure the core factors are met:

1. Energy efficiency

    Scarce raw materials must be

    conserved. That is why we are

    working constantly on the

    development of new system

    solutions that are effective

    ecologically and economically.

2. Environmentally conscious and

    aware employees. Constant

    improvement of environmental

    protection measures - This is what

    we actively

3. Reduction of emissions pivot+ only

    uses boards and materials that has

    zero to minimum emissions that are

    harmful to the environment.
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